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INTERVIEW INTERVIEW 
WITH FIGU WITH FIGU 
CORE GROUP CORE GROUP 
MEMBER MEMBER 
KARIN MEIERKARIN MEIER

1. Please introduce yourself. (Name, occupation, place of birth, background, interests etc.) 

My name is Karin Marina Meier, born on 13/07/1960 in Munich. I have been married to 
Atlantis Meier since 12/9/2012. I am a self-employed business woman and for 35 years have 
operated/run a booth/stand in Munich at the beautiful Viktualienmarkt with exquisite/
selected food products such as cheese from Europe, speciality sausage from France and Italy, 
handmade organic bread and matching wines.

2. When and how did you learn about Billy/FIGU/Geisteslehre and could you give us an 
account of your path to becoming a FIGU Core Group member?

Thanks to my mother I did not have a religious education/upbringing, for she (mother) 



was always on the search for the truth. I got to know FIGU in 1982; at that time lectures/ 
presentations by Guido and Elisabeth Moosbrugger took place in Munich. I visited these 
lectures/presentations about UFOlogy and Creation-energy teaching and so I got to know 
the sister of Elisabeth and we became friends. My mother ordered the first writings of the 
Wassermannzeit (Aquarian-age) and passed them on to me, and so I began to further occupy 
myself with the books and writings by Billy. Slowly I worked myself into the themes of the 
Creation-energy teaching and became a Passive-member in 1991. Through the study of the 
Creation-energy teaching I slowly but steadily got to learn about and love the entire subject/
topic. By getting to know more study-members in Munich a study group was formed at a later 
time, which received support because this group was accompanied, in the monthly meeting, 
by Elisabeth Moosbrugger. The study group of that time became a national-group, in which 
I had the presidency for a few years according to the Statutes. However, an inner striving was 
to one day enter into the Core Group of the 49, and so it has happened that I was able to fulfil 
this intention/undertaking on 1/1/2017.

3. What are the most important things that you have gained from the Creation-energy 
teaching?

Already at an early age the subject/theme of meditation aroused/awoke my interest, in order 
to find stillness and equanimity. I find help and consolation in the writings and am always 
trying to acquire a neutral-positive equalised attitude. Deference/veneration, reverence and 
venerability are my most important learning-exercises. “The deference/veneration is the 
mother of all cognition”, without deference/veneration no love, without love no trust. My 
most important cognition is: Everything is one, everything is connected with one another, 
the one cannot exist without the other, everything is life down to the smallest (detail/thing). 
Respect, esteem and honour.

4. If you could give some advice to other FIGU groups, from your experience as a CG 
member, what would that advice be?

Each member is equal and one behaves towards them with esteem, respect and tolerance.

5. If you could travel back in time to talk to the 18-21 year old you, what would you say/what 
advice would you give yourself?

I would say: Thank you! It has been worthwhile to have found the FIGU at such a young age. 
The way/path was not always easy, however I have arrived and nothing better could have 
happened to me.

6. What is your favourite book and why?

For me there is no favourite book, I love all books. They touch me; I find consolation and my 
innermost Wesen comes home. They put me in a friendly, peaceful mood, create in me warm 
feelings for others and make me happy.



7. What music do you like to listen to?

My favourite thing to listen to is easy classical music, but also anything that sounds 
harmonious to me.

8. What do you like to do in your spare time?

I like to spend my free time in the wood/forest. For me the wood/forest is a place in which I 
can relax/recover well; long extended walks, reading and my garden. Naturally I also like to 
travel to other countries.

9. What do you think that life will be like here on Earth in 200 years time?

Oh; until then it is still a long way/path. Nevertheless, I very much wish that the Creation-
energy teaching takes effect by then and the human beings change their thinking. 

10. Being part of the Core Group is clearly a massive commitment. Is the time commitment 
the hardest thing to overcome or are there more difficult challenges that us outside the Core 
Group are not aware of?

The FIGU Core Group for me was and is a heart’s desire/wish. It is a joy to me to give a part 
of my time for the great mission “The silent revolution of the truth”. The Core Group is a 
challenge; however, it is also the case that I can learn so much which enriches my actual life.

11. Do you have a particular interest in a certain area of the Geisteslehre (Meditation, 
Creation, Consciousness etc.)? If so, please tell us about it and why? 

I strive to delve into my consciousness-block in order to become conscious of my thoughts 
and the resulting feelings. I try to stand up for the right case through my thoughts and the 
resulting feelings. I try to allow the high values of the love, of the peace, of the freedom, of 
the feelings for others warmth, of the goodness and of the harmony to become reality, which 
requires continuous effort. Seen like this there is not a “particular area/special realm” of the 
Creation-energy teaching, because everything is very interesting and instructive for my life. 
Key areas/focal points result from the situations of the daily life, with which I then deal with 
in a fathoming way and extract from them the valuable essences for myself and strive to 
implement them.

12. Can you tell us more about the day-to day responsibilities of your role as a FIGU Core 
Group member?

My area of responsibilities include: Kitchen duty, which includes cooking and cleaning, 
the cleaning of the meditation-center and the meeting room in cooperation with Elisabeth 
Gruber, work which arises in the garden and grounds, Sunday duty and holiday duty.



13. Are there opportunities for training and progression within the FIGU mother-centre, 
SSSC? 

In the FIGU there is no hierarchy; we members are all equal and strive to live and to practice 
the Silent Revolution of the Truth. We make an effort/try to lead our lives according to the 
creational laws and recommendations as best as possible and to work together towards this 
determination/fulfilment/highest level/Ziel. I/we look at and consider the conversations with 
Billy as continuing education, and if time permits, on the 1st Sunday-weekend (of the month) 
at our monthly meeting, there is 1 hour of Creation-energy teaching in the meeting room; 
there our questions regarding the Creation-energy teaching are answered by Billy.

14. Where do you think the FIGU is heading in the next five years? 

I cannot answer that, however we will continue to work in a disciplined way in order to 
advance/move forward/promote the Mission so that interested human beings find the way 
to the teaching of the truth, the teaching of the Creation-energy teaching, the teaching of the 
life. That is our striving (endeavour). 

15. In your last article, published in the “Stimme oder Wassemannzeit Nr. 200” September 
2021, you talked about overcoming the fear of the unknown. What was your husband Atlantis 
Meier’s reaction when he read about your experience at FIGU’s SSSC during your nightly 
security round?

My husband knew about my anxiety, however I had to face it myself in order to master/solve 
it. Everything is not so bad after the event and I am happy and lucky that it was shown to me 
what influence my head/mental-cinema has. It is always one’s own thoughts and the resulting 
feelings that trigger anxiety and unease. I have learned to turn off my head/mental-cinema 
and to direct myself consciousness-based neutral-positively. That is consciousness-based 
development. Atlantis stood by me with advice, however everyone must walk the path/way 
himself/herself. 

16. From your answers to our questions it seems that you are very caring about other human 
beings and very connected to all living things. All humans have their own strengths and 
weaknesses. Can you tell us a bit more about that and what can/should one do to minimise 
unwanted characteristics whilst building upon the valuable characteristics?

It is important to ask oneself: Who am I? How am I? What am I? - We have to learn about 
ourselves; this requires to heedfully observe oneself, to be honest with oneself, to delve 
into the ego in order to recognise and find the truth, to go into quiet/silence in order to 
bring stillness, peace, love, harmony, equalisedness and control into one’s racing thoughts 
and the resulting feelings/Gefühle, neutral-positively equalise oneself, to learn about 
one’s consciousness and to open one’s consciousness to oneself, to comprehend/embrace/
understand and to perceive the thoughts. That means every idea, every motive, every thought 
and each feeling/Gefühle, every wish and every hope as well as every attitude and every habit, 
which has its source from the consciousness, must be examined and captured and worked out 



in an analytical process. It is a process of the self-recognition, a process of becoming aware 
of oneself with heedfulness, a process that must be patiently practised continuously. In order 
to comprehend/embrace/understand consciousness, one must live with full attentiveness and 
heedfulness. This is how one gains self-cognition; it needs patience and time. 

“Patience means: To give the time no significance.” 

One of the innumerable creational laws and recommendations is: The individuality of the 
personalities, one has to heed/pay attention to, accept and respect this, for every human being 
is individual in his/her thoughts and the resulting feelings/Gefühlen and one must cultivate/
nurture/practice an honest, respectful and heedful contact with each human being. By the 
same token it is (the same) with the fauna and flora. A thought-sentence says: “I treat other 
human beings, fauna and flora how I like to be (treated) myself.” 

“Honour in dignity/deference (honour, reverence, venerability/Ehrwürdigung 

and venerability/Ehrwürdigkeit) are the primal powers of all cognition.” 

17. In your reply to question 9 you said “I very much wish that the Creation-energy teaching 
takes effect by then and human beings change their thinking.” Presumably this is directed, 
mainly, to those who are not studying the Creation-energy teaching (or FIGU writings). Can 
you elaborate on this please? Why should someone outside of the FIGU change their thinking 
and how should this take place?

It is like this: A change is always realised and brought about only in the small circle. We would 
only be able to be a role model/example in the good behavioural-wise, as far as interhuman 
relationships are concerned. It means: To keep/uphold the consciousnessbased balance, to 
develop feelings for others and love, to cultivate positive and good thoughts and feelings/
Gefühle, to keep/uphold inner and outer peace and to bring trust to the life; this and other 
values are to be created first and foremost in oneself, so that these high values then spread 
to the family and further into the circle of friends and these are then also carried further by 
being exemplified. One can change nothing on a grand scale in the mass of humanity, rather 
it begins in the small, familiar circle of family and friends.

“Be the change (yourself) that you wish for this world.” 

(Mahatma Gandhi)

18. Your father-in-law is the proclaimer of the new-time. This means you have a somewhat 
unique relationship with BEAM. How would you describe your relationship with Billy? (Is he 
simply another Core Group member, a teacher/advisor, your husband’s father etc.?)



Even as a teenage girl I was on the search for the sense and the connections of the life. Atlantis 
is very close to his father and cultivates a deep, trusting relationship with him. Atlantis heeds/
pays attention to, respects and honours his father greatly. My relationship with Billy is loving, 
respectful, warm-hearted; he is my loving father-in-law, my mentor; to whom I may approach 
at any time and entrust, direct my questions to him and take his advice and explanations to 
heart, ponder about them and internalise them. However, Billy is the same to all Core Group 
members, passive members, patron members and by the same token to all human beings who 
are on the search for the truth. He is loving, explaining, helpful and tirelessly teaching and 
wise in the teaching of the truth, teaching of the Creation-energy, the teaching of the life. Billy 
is a great role model to all of us, from whom we like to learn. Billy is a Core Group member, 
a teacher/counsellor, a friend and a father and a very wise man whom we love, appreciate/ 
treasure and venerate greatly.

Interview with Karin Meier (German version): 

http://figu-england.co.uk/site/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/CG49.pdf

Translation: Karl Beaney, England 

 Correction: Christian Frehner, Switzerland

FIGU Websites:

 www.figu.org / www.figu-england.co.uk 

Karin Marina Meier & Atlantis Socrates Meier
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